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Introduction: Tech is the New Macro

1) Accelerated by pandemic: WFH, EdTech, e-Commerce, e-Fitness, TeleHealth, …

• Surge in start-ups & unicorn births: FinTech, Biotech, AI, AVs, DTC, logistics, …

2) Robots & automation: Impact on services just getting started

3) Semiconductor industry: Market concentration + barriers to entry = pricing power

4) Productivity & margins: Over twice as high for tech as rest of SPX

5) Economics of digital business models: Huge gains for founders, investors & consumers

6) Conclusions: What is your business strategy for the digital age?

Source: NBER, BEA, “The Coming Productivity Boom”, Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Digital sector productivity

4x times that of physical industries
Digital economy: Where disruptive

innovation & value creation occur

1) Favours global champions

2) US only realized 18% of potential:

• Still lots of runway

3) Powerful economics

• To represent majority of 

market cap by 2025
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The Pandemic Accelerant: Turbo-Charging the Digital Economy

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, Mehlman Castagnetti

Top news stories don’t always have greatest L-T impact 

What investors neglect while COVID dominates headlines

New U.S. business applications (monthly average, ‘000) 

Have skyrocketed, but typically plummet during recessions
Two reasons for start-up boom

1) Broad availability of financing

2) Burgeoning digital ecosystem:

• Drastically lowers costs of 

getting starting, acquiring 

customers & running business

Source: Bloomberg, U.S. Census Bureau. Note: 2021 is to July

“The move towards a more digital and 

automated economy was already well 

underway before the pandemic. But 

the pandemic accelerated these shifts, 

compressing 20 years of change into 

20 weeks, marking the biggest shift in 

the way people work since WWII.”

— Erik Brynjolfsson, Stanford

“If you have $29 a month and can 

use email, you can easily build a 

store on Shopify in under an hour. 

You could start a business today.”

—Harley Finkelstein, Shopify
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Broadening of Digital Revolution Across Industries

Source: Bloomberg, The Economist

Unicorn births (# per Q) 

Stunning surge: Almost all new unicorns are digital businesses Record # of unicorn births

• Especially FinTech & Biotech

• AI, EdTech, eCommerce, DTC, 

AVs, new energy, logistics, …

Source: Bloomberg, The Economist

U.S. has reached only 18% of 

digital potential (Europe 12%)

• A lot of runway remains

U.S. VC financing (USD bn) has soared 

In a wide range of digital businesses
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Primed for Decade of Rapid Productivity Growth

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, WPT. * CBO estimate, many economists think it could be significantly higher

U.S. productivity growth (% annually) 

Likely to exceed the tepid decade following the GFC
“When you put these three factors 

together—the bounty of technological 

advances, the compressed 

restructuring timetable due to covid-

19, and an economy running at full 

capacity—the ingredients are in place 

for a productivity boom.”

—Erik Brynjolfsson et al, MIT Tech 

Review

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

U.S. profits hit new record 

Fastest rebound from recession ever observedGDP is now above pre-COVID level

• But with 4 mn fewer workers

• Implies enormous productivity gain

S&P 500 EPS to reach pre-COVID high?

• Two previous recessions: Took 11 Qs

o But this time: Just 4 Qs

• Forward margins: Already at all-time

o Especially tech, finance & retail
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Digitization: Robotics and Automation

Tech disruption in services: Will be magnitudes larger than in manufacturing

• Manufacturing experience: Suggests wage growth will lag productivity gains

o Lowering unit labor costs: But exacerbating inequality

Robot adoption: No longer just in manufacturing

• Restaurants: Take orders, flip burgers, fry wings, baristas, mix cocktails, …

• Hotels: Check-in, cleaning, dining-in delivery, …

• Warehouses: Especially Amazon, “stowers” & “pickers”

• Other: Commercial cleaning, self-checkout, US Open line judges, …

Source: International Federation of Robotics

The pandemic is accelerating the use of robots

Installed base (mn) of industrial robots to double from 2019 to 2025
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Automation in Services: Just Getting Started

Potential for automation (% of tasks) across U.S. 

sectors 

Median probability of automation (% of tasks) by education

Source: Bloomberg, McKinsey 

Source: White House, Council of Economic Advisors

Automation in restaurants: Similar impact to ATMs in banks

• # of tellers increased: But job is now about cross-selling

• Waiters will do less bussing: More time upselling (scotch, steaks & sundaes)

Labor augmenting or displacing?

• Augmenting: e.g., Autos

• Displacing: Combine harvesters

o Farmers: 80% to 1% of LF
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Moore’s Law: Race for the Second Half of the Chessboard

Today’s computational challenges: “Second half of the chessboard” problems

• Semis are a critical enabler: Require most advanced processors & memory chips

• Cambrian explosion of breakthroughs: AI, AVs, IoT, 5G, gaming & cloud computing

o Flywheel effect: Drives double-digit growth in semi revenues for foreseeable future

Superstar firms: Dominate all subsectors of semi industry

• Global champions: Reflect winner-takes-most feature of digital economy

Market concentration + formidable barriers to entry = pricing power

• Growth, operating margins and ROC exceed twice SPX average

And then there were three: Number of leading-edge process manufacturing firms

Source: Bloomberg, The Economist, Epoch Investment Partners
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AI is the New Electricity: Requires Computing Power + Data (the New Oil)

Honey, I shrunk the chips! The end of Moore’s Law?

• Transistor shrink: The critical innovation that enables faster computing speeds

• The latest iPhone processor: Has 12 bn transistors on a die the size of a snowflake

o The chip is manufactured at N5 (5 nm)

• In 2021: Both TSM & Samsung will embark on risk production at 3 nm

o Already preparing for 2 nm

The incredible shrinking universe (device size in nm, log scale)

New cars: 3,000+ semis

• A computer with wheels

o Or a robot?

Source: PC Magazine, Epoch Investment Partners. Note: For reference, most atoms are 0.1 to 0.5 nm in diameter
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Massive Capex Requirements: The Red Queen Effect

Winner-takes-most

• TSM nearly doubled its capex target for 2021 to $25-$28 bn

o Can Intel catch up to TSM & Samsung?

Chip design & fab construction costs soar as device size shrinks to 5 nm

“It takes all the running 

you can do, to keep in 

the same place. If you 

want to get some-

where else, you must 

run at least twice as 

fast as that!”

—The Red Queen

Source: McKinsey
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Digital Economy and Superstar Firms
Six Companies: Vast outperformance

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners 

Six Companies: 25% of SPX mkt cap
Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners 

Six stocks: MAAAFT

• MSFT, AAPL, GOOGL, AMZN, FB, TSLA

• Account for 38% of SPX rise since 2015

o If add NVDA & V: Rises to 42%

o Add ADBE, MA, NFLX, PYPL: 47%

Extremely narrow market leadership
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Market Concentration + Barriers to Entry = Pricing Power
Operating margins over last two decades

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners 
Current operating margins

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners 

Operating margins: Tech & semis 

• Over 2x that for SPX ex-tech

o But are volatile

o Usually dive during recessions
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Capitalism Without Capital: The Rise of the Intangible Economy

Components of SPX market value

90% is now represented by intangible assets

Source: Bloomberg, Ocean Tomo

Source: Corrado et al. (2016) and Corrado et al. (2017)

Note: Investment as a percentage of gross value added for the business sector.

The Rise of Intangible Investments in the U.S., 1977 - 2017

Intangible vs tangible business models

• Roles have flipped since 1975

• Implications include

o Scalability

o VC vs banks (role of collateral)

o PBR into the dustbin

o Accounting treatment

o National accounts

Tangible investments

Machinery, buildings, trucks, …

Intangible investments

Software, R&D, design, branding, 

business processes, …
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The Power of Digital Business Models: Asset-light, Higher Returns
Return on capital over last two decades

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners 

Current return on capital

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners 

Return on capital: Tech & semis

• 3x that for SPX ex-tech

o But is more volatile
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Digital Platforms: Improves Margins, Asset Utilization & ROE

Asset-light business models

• Technology is substituted for capital & labor

o Can increase dividends & buybacks

“Asset-light” business models: Positive for all three ROE components

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Current return on equity

Source: Epoch Investment Partners
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Investment Conclusions: Digitization of Economy is Accelerating

New business formation: Soared during pandemic

• Also record # of unicorn births

o Two reasons for boom

▪ Financing: Broad availability

▪ Digital ecosystem: Vastly improved

• Still, U.S. only at 18% of digital potential

Digital platforms: Feature low marginal costs & increasing returns to scale

• Winner-takes-most dynamic: Favors global champions

• COVID-19 primed U.S. for rapid productivity growth

• Digitization is profoundly disinflationary: Implies “lower for even longer” interest rates

o Beneficial for long-duration equities & latest crop of unicorns

We expect digital platforms to represent majority of equity market capitalization by 2025

• Where disruptive innovation & value creation are occurring

o US-centric: VC financing, digital eco-structure, regulatory environment

• Most promising sectors: Tech, health care & communications

o But digital revolution is broadening across all industries

What is your business strategy for the digital age? 

• One of our favorite questions to ask management teams

• If a company cannot provide a convincing response: Will likely flounder & ultimately disappear
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Epoch Thought Leadership

When ‘Bits’ Meet ‘Atoms’

The Digital Age and the transition from “atoms” to 

“bits” implies a capital-light economy in which 

technology is being substituted for labor and 

physical assets. Its impact is widespread and 

stretches beyond the technology sector. Since 

progress in the Digital Age is exponential rather 

than linear, the business world has never seen 

disruption at this speed and scale before.

Moore’s Law & the Race for the Rest of 

the Chessboard

The Cambrian explosion of exciting breakthroughs in 

AI, autonomous driving, 5G, and cloud computing 

will drive double-digit growth in semiconductor 

revenues for the foreseeable future. Superstar firms 

have come to dominate all subsectors of the 

increasingly concentrated semiconductor industry, 

which implies pricing power and explains the sector’s 

attractive operating margins and return on capital.

The Pandemic Accelerant Part II: 

Turbo-Charging the Digital Economy
The recent surge in start-ups and unicorns reflects 

the broadening of the digital revolution across 

industries. Although the digitization of the economy 

is still in early earnings, we expect digital platforms 

to represent the majority of market cap by 2025, 

with tech, health care and communications the 

most promising sectors.

The Pandemic Accelerant: Digital Age 

Business Strategies

The last six months have been profoundly 

transformational, with the COVID shock acting as 

an accelerant for the digitization of the economy. 

This radical transition is especially advantageous 

for asset-light business models. All companies will 

be acutely affected, although the biggest winners 

are platforms, with their economies of scale and 

low marginal costs.

Will Biden Take on the Tech Barons?
Both sides of the political spectrum have been 

increasing their calls for regulatory action on the 

Big Tech companies. Here we explain why tech will 

continue to be the most dynamic sector of the 

economy, and why we expect greater breadth in 

tech market leadership and the emergence of 

entirely new sub-sectors..

Money 3.0: Central Bank Digital 

Currencies (CBDC)

During the past two years, CBDC has progressed 

from a bold speculative concept to a seeming 

inevitability and core feature of our financial 

ecosystem. This paper explores the implications for 

monetary policy, the FinTech and payments sectors, 

and the potential disintermediation of significant 

swaths of the commercial banking system.
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Recommended Reading on the Digital Economy


